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Abstract 
.Baldwin, S., Possible point-open types of subsets of the reals, Topology and its Applications 38 
(1991) 219-223. 
If X is a topological space and (Y is an ordinal, then the point-open game of length cy on X, 
abbreviated G,(X), is the two person game of length (Y in which, on the /?th move (p < cu), the 
first player (the “point picker”) picks a point of X and the second player (the “open set picker”) 
picks an open subset of X covering the point just played. The point picker wins iff the open sets 
thus picked cover X. The point-open type of X, abbreviated pot(X), is defined to be the smallest 
ordinal cy such that the point picker has a winning strategy in G,(X). This ordinal clearly exists 
and is no more than the cardinality of X. The main result of this paper is that if we assume the 
Continuum Hypothesis, then for every limit ordinal 6y < w, , there is a subset X of the real numbers 
such that pot(X) = (Y. This solves a problem due to Peg Daniels and Gary Gruenhage. 
Keywords: Point-open game, point-open type, continuum hypothesis. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 03E50, 54A35. 
Let X be a topological space. The point open game of length 1y on X, abbreviated 
G,(X), is the two player game described as follows: At stage p < a the first player 
(called the “point picker”) picks a point of X, and the second player (called the 
“open set picker”) picks an open subset of X covering the point just picked. The 
point picker wins the game iff the open sets thus picked cover X. The first published 
discussion of point-open games was apparently by Telgarsky (see [4]). See also [2] 
and [S]. Clearly, if a! is at least the cardinality of 
trivial winning strategy for the game of length cy. Tne 
pot(X), is defined to be the least Qrdinal a! such th 
strategy for the game G,( X st research on t 
the case where X is a subset 
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of R (or any countable T, space), then it is easy to see that pot(X) is just the 
cardinality of X. Two other fairly easy facts to show are that if X c IR is uncountable, 
then pot(X) 2 w +w, that pot(R) = ol, and that pot(X) s ol for every X E iI%. If 
XsR and pot(X)<w,, then it is easy to show that X has strong measure zero. 
Thus, in Laver’s model in which the Bore1 Conjecture holds (see [3]), the only 
possible values for pot(X) for subsets of 08 are finite, o, and ol . If we let + be the 
statement “The only possible values for pot(X), X c IR are finite, o, and ol .“, then 
the above observation can be restated “Bore1 Conjecture 3 $“. Daniels and Gruen- 
hage [l] proved (assuming ZFC is consistent) that (ZFC+ MA+ +) is consistent 
(in fact, $ holds in the standard model of MA+lCH). This has been recently 
improved by Fremlin to MA+ 1CH + +. Fremlin’s proof has been included in [ 11. 
In the other direction, Daniels and Gruenhage used CH to construct subsets X of 
R such that pot(X) is any limit ordinal between o and o* (inclusive). For a more 
detailed introduction to the subject, the reader is referred to [ 11. 
One question which was asked by Daniels and Gruenhage in [l] was: “Can there 
be a subset X of IF4 with 0’ < pot(X) < w l ?” Considering the results mentioned 
above, this is a consistency question. The aim of this paper is to show that, assuming 
the continuum hypothesis, every limit ordinal between O* and o1 is possible. 
Definitions and notation. We work for convenience on the Cantor set C. Let S be 
the set of all strategies of length ol for the point picker. A pluy of length Q! is any 
sequence p = ((-u,, UP): p < a) such that each Up is an open subset of C and xp E Up 
for each p < cy, and len( p) is defined to be the length of p (i.e. len( p) = (Y). If s E S 
and p is a play of length cu < ol , then s(p) is the point picker’s answer to the play 
p, and Z(p) is defined to be the union of the open sets from the play p. (Thus, if 
p is a play of length cy, then the point picker wins the play p in G,(X) iff Z(p) 
covers X.) Let G be the set of all nonempty, finite, pairwise disjoint collections of 
nonempty clopen subsets of C. Note that since the clopen sets form a countable 
basis for C, G is countable. Let T = {(p, F): p is a play of length <ol , FE G}, and 
note that 1 TI = c (or 1 TI = Kl in this paper, since we are assuming CH). Partially 
order T by: 
( p, F) < ( p’, F’) iff: ( 1) p’ is a (perhaps not proper) extension of p, 
(2) (VUE F)(~WE F’)( WE U), 
(3) (VWE F’)(3Lk F)( WE U). 
LetT,={(p,F)ET:len(p)=a},TIcu=UBccr TP. For the subsets T(s) of T defined 
below, define T,(S) and T(s) 1 cy similarly. 
a (CH). There exist partially ordered sets {T(s): s E S}, and subsets 
( YP : p < w,) and (XP : p < wl , /3 a limit) of the Cantor set C satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(1) T(s) is a subset qf T, and T;,(s) = (631 x G. 
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(2) (VP c 0,) T,(s) is countable. 
(3) (VP <A up+* = Yp, and Y. is countable dense in C. 
(4 (VQJ,) if9 is a limit ordinai, then X0 = U ,,.+ Yy . 
(9 (VP<4 i.fP is a limit ordinal, then Yp is concentrated about XP. 
(6) (VP < y CO,) if (p, F) E T,(s), then there is a (p’, F’)E T,(s) such that 
(I4 F) < ( P', F’). 
(7) If (p, F)E Tp(s) and U G F, then U n ( YP -Z(p)) contains a copy of 
(8) If (p, F)E Tp(s), (p, F)<(p, F,)E T, andfor each UE F’, Un(Yp--Z(p)) 
contains a copy of Q, then (p, F’)E T,(s). 
(9) If (p, F) E T(s), then p is a play according to the strategy s. 
roof. We construct T(s) 1 cy, X,, and Y, by induction on (Y. Start with T,(s) = {0} x G 
r each s E S, and let YO be a countable dense subset of C. Let Q! < ol, and suppose 
that { Tp( s): p < cy, s E S}, { Yp : p < a} and { XP : p c a, /3 a limit ordinal} have been 
constructed satis g (l)-(9) (with T( LY replacing T, and Q! replacing wl). We need 
to define Ta(s), and (if a! is a limit) X,. 
Case I. ar is a s&essor, say Q! = p + 1. 
Let Y, = YP. For each ( p, F) E Tp (s), pick a play p’ extending p according to the 
strategy s such that len( p’) = Q! and for each U E F, U n ( Y, - Z( p’)) contains a 
copy of Q. By (7) in the induction hypothesis, this is just a matter of having the 
point picker play s(p) and then playing a sufficiently small open set around s(p) 
for the open set picker. Denote the p’ thus picked by e(s, p, F). We now define 
T,(s)={(p’, F’):p’=e(s,p, F) for some (p, F)E T,(s), (p’, F)s(p’, F’), and for 
each UEF’, Un(Ya - Z( p’)) contains a copy of Q}, i.e., T,(s) consists of all of 
the (p’, F)‘s constructed above along with all additional ( p’, F’)‘s which are needed 
to make (8) true. Since G is countable, only countably many( p’, F’)‘s were added 
for each (p, F), so it is routine to check that properties (l)-(9) hold. 
Case II. Q( is a limit ordinal. 
Let xx =up<, Yp. Using CH, let ( V, : S < w,) enumerate all open subsets of C 
containing X, . Since each T(s) 1 a is countable and 1 TI = w1 , there are only o1 many 
distinct T(s) 1 a’s, so let ( Tg : 8 < a,) be an enumeration of { T(s) I QI: s E S}. 
Claim. For each S < ol, there are countable sets E6 c C and I& E T, satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(a) Es 0yc6 Vy. 
(b) If(p, F)E&, then thereare (p,, F’,)E T& n<w, such t 
(c) If (p, F) E Tz, then there is a play p’> p of length cy strch 
(d) I~(~,F)EK~, and I&F, then Un(E6-Z(p)) contain 
Let { W, : n < o} enumerate the countable set { : ycS}. Fix 
(p, F)E T&andlet(cu,, : n < o) be a strictly increasing sequence of ordinals cenverg- 
ing to cy (sometimes writing cy (n) inste 
cyo = len( p), and define (p,,, 
Suppose ( p,,, F,,) has bee 
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hypothesis for T(S) 1 a, there is a (p,+, FL) E C! such that ( pn, F, ) s ( pn+ 1, FL) and 
len(p,+A = a,+~- By (8), we can find Fz such that (pn+,, F;)s(~,+~, F~)E T$, 
each U E FE has diameter less than l/n, and each U E FL contains (as subsets) at 
least two elements of Fi. Now, X, c W,, and thus Y,(,+,, c W,,, so since U n 
(xYc”+l, - z( p,+,)) contains a copy of Q for each U E Fz , there is for each such U 
a clopen U’ c U such that U’ r W,,, and U’n ( Y&+,, - Z( p”+,)) also contains a 
copy of Q. Thus, by (8), there is a (pn+, &+A E Tg such that h+,, Fi3 s 
(Pn+l, F,, ,) and U F,+, c Wn. This completes the definition of ( pn, F, ). Let E ( p, F) 
be a countable dense subset of C( p, F), where C( p, F) = r)n<i, (Ii F”). Then since 
u F,+1 c w#,, c( P, F) G n,,,, W,,, and since each element of F, contains at least 
two elements of Fn+l, C( p. F) is a copy of the Cantor set, so E ( p, F) is dense-in- 
itself, in fact U n E( p, F) is dense-in-itself for each U E F. Fix x E E( p, F). Then 
for each positive integer n, x E U,, for some U,, E F,, and {x} = n ,_ Un. Let 
4 P, F) = u,,,, p,,= By (7), U,-Z(p,)#O. Since U,? K+, and Z(p,)cZ(p,+A 
we have U” -Z(p,) 2 U,,+, - Z(P,~+,), so { Un - Z( p,,): n < o} is a nested sequence 
of nonempty compact subsets of C, and must therefore have nonempty intersection, 
SO clearly n,,, (U”--Zl;p,))={x}. Th us xgZ(p,) for all new, and thus x& 
Z(e(p, F)), since Z(e(p, F)) =U,,<, Z(p,). So E(p, F)nZ(e(p, F))= 0. Now 
let Es = (x: x E E( p, F! for some ( p, F) E T$}. Then, since Tf and each E( p, F) is 
countable, E6 is a countable subset of n, _ W,, = n y<s Vy, since each E ( p, F) is. 
Thus (a) holds. Let Kfi = {( e( p, F), F): (p, F) E Tg}. That (b) and (c) hold is obvious 
from the construction. To see (d), note that if (p, F) = (e( p’, F), F) and U E F, then 
U n ( E6 - Z(p)) contains a copy of Q, namely U n E ( p, F). 
This completes the proof of the claim. 
Conclusion of proof of Main Lemma. Let E = LJ { E6 : 6 < 01). Then by construction, 
each VA contains all but countably many elements of E. Thus, if we let Y, = X, u E, 
then Y, is concentrated about X,. If T(s) 1 a = Tg , then T(s) 1 a u KS would work 
for T(s) 1 a + 1 except hat (8) might not hold, but only countably many additional 
elements are needed, so we define T,(s) to be KS along with the countably many 
additional elements whose presence are required by (8). 
This completes the proof of the Main Lemma. Cl 
ain Theorem (CH). For each limit ordinal (Y < wl, there is a subset .Xa of C such 
that pot(X,) = (Y. 
Proof. Let T(s), X,, and Y, be defined as in the Main Lemma, and define the 
following strategy of length ml. Given a play p of length zero or a limit ordinal cy, 
the point picker spends his moves in the interval [(Y, a! + O) in such a way as to 
guarantee that all points of Y, - Z(p) are picked during these moves if Y, -Z(p) 
happens to be countable (which it alkvays will be in any case of interest), moving 
arbitrarily if all points of Y, - Z(p) have already been picked. By (3), (4), and (5), 
it is an easy proof by induction to see that this strategy must cover XC, in C-X moves. 
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To see that the point picker does not have a winning strategy for G,(X,) for 
p c cy, let s be any strategy for the point picker of length /3, and extend s arbitrarily 
to a strategy of length wl (which we will still call S, since the change does not affect 
the play of the first p moves of the game). Pick (p, F) E T,(s). Then by (7) of the 
Main Lemma, if U E F, then U n ( Yp -Z(p)) contains a copy of Q. Thus, the play 
p defeats the strategy s for the game of length p on X,. This completes the proof 
of the Main Theorem. El 
Generalizing the above result to II3 or to any other space containing a copy of C 
is now trivial. If X c Y, then we can generalize the above definition to a game 
Ga(X, Y), in which the point picker is allowed to pick points from Y, but need 
only cover X, and pot(X, Y) can then be defined accordingly. It is easy to see that 
this makes things easier for the point picker, so pot (X, Y) =S pot(X) and pot( X, Y) s 
pot( Y). An examination of the above proof of the Main Theorem shows that the 
sets XU constructed above actually satisfy the stronger property pot(X, j = 
pot(X,, C) = ~1. The following question is offered as a possible strengthening of the 
main result here. 
uestion. Can one construct (assuming appropriate set theoretic axioms) a nested 
sequence X, of subsets of If3 (or of C), and strategies (for the point picker) and 
I (for the open set picker) of length o1 such that for every CY, /3 < w1 :
‘1) if a! s p, then s is a winning strategy for the point picker in G&X, ), and 
(2) if ar > p, then t is a winning strategy for the open set picker in Gp( X,, R)? 
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